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The introduction of function graphs in elementary school may support the understanding
of graphs and of multiplicative reasoning. Drawing on a longitudinal study in which we
developed six to eight 90-minute Early Algebra activities per term, with the same 2nd to
4th grade students, we describe their discussions on function graphs and their use of
multiplication across two lessons that took place in third grade.

INTRODUCTION
With few exceptions, research on students’ understanding of Cartesian graphs has been
limited to middle and high school grades. Very few studies have looked at elementary
school students’ understanding of graphs and, apparently, none analyzed young students’
understanding of graphs of linear functions. Moreover, there seems to be little research
that considers how the development of basic mathematical concepts may relate to the
understanding of graphs (Friel, Curcio, & Bright, 2001).
Function graphs may constitute a rich environment for the discussion and learning of
multiplicative structure concepts, such as fractions, ratio, and proportion. Line graphs are
usually taught in the upper elementary grades and, with the exception of some reform
curricula, students are first presented with ready made graphs, receive instruction on rules
and terms related to graphs, and only later consider graphs as showing equivalent ratios.
As most teachers and researchers know, many children rely on additive reasoning to
solve problems that are multiplicative in nature (see results for 4th graders in the 1992
National Assessment of Educational Progress). As we have described in a previous paper
(Schliemann, Goodrow, & Lara-Roth, 2001), prior to third grade, students preferred to
complete function tables by working on each column, in isolation, instead of working
with the functional relationship between the two variables, across rows.
Lamon (1999) notes the importance of questions that ask children to think about
quantities in relation to one another. Unlike tables, in which one can consider only one
type of quantity at a time, the Cartesian graph highlights and encourages students to
consider the relation between the values on two dimensions: To plot points in the
Cartesian space, each input value must be related to an output value.
In this paper we describe how we introduced function graphs to third grade students
participating in a longitudinal study on Early Algebra. Our approach to Early Algebra can
be described as an attempt to bring out the algebraic character of arithmetic (Carraher,
Brizuela, & Schliemann, 2003). As such, instead of having children simply memorizing
the multiplication tables, we believe that experiences representing multiplicative relations
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on the coordinate grid may scaffold not only the learning of multiplication facts, but also
students’ development of and transition to multiplicative reasoning. As part of this study,
70 children in four classrooms participated in six to eight Early Algebra 90-minute
lessons during each school semester. The children attended a public school in the Greater
Boston area. More than 75% of them came from immigrant families. The two lessons we
will describe took place during the second semester of the children’s third grade year.

LESSON 1: TWICE AS MANY DOLLARS
Our first lesson on function graphs began with the students discussing the statement:
Karen has twice as many dollars as Franklin.
Students shared their thoughts about the meaning of the statement, considering the
meaning of ‘twice as many’, double, and half. In the whole group discussion, many
children used actual values to discuss the relationship between Franklin and Karen’s
amounts, including from 50 cents to a million dollars. When Jessie suggested that
Franklin could have “n” dollars (or “any amount”) a lively discussion took place and a
conflict between adding two and multiplying by two emerged. In the following excerpt,
Eric at first responds additively, and says that n + 2 describes Karen’s amount. He
seemingly changes his mind after the instructor provides a counter example. Albert, on
the other hand, is quite confident that doubling the money is the right approach.
David (the instructor): Franklin has n (repeating Jessie’s statement). Well, if he has n how
much does Karen have?
Children: N.
David: Oh, they both have the same?
Children: Yeah.
David: They have the same amount?
Children: No.
Eric: Karen has n + 2.
David: Oh, Karen has n + 2. Is n + 2 the same as twice as much? Like if you have 5 dollars
and Grace has 7 dollars, she has 2 dollars more than you, right?
Eric: Yes.
David: Is that twice as much?
Eric: No…
David: So if you have 5 dollars, what about Paul’s example? Paul said that if Franklin had 5
dollars is, do you remember how much he said?
David: So Karen has more money than Franklin, right? Do you know how much more money
she has? No? Albert?
Albert: Probably um it’s doubling the money twice of how much money Franklin has.
David: It’s doubling like twice as much as Franklin has. How else could you say that? Paul?
Paul: It’s like Franklin has like five dollars and Karen has ten dollars.

The fact that “n” emerged to describe Franklin’s amount was not surprising, since, the
students had worked before with “n” to represent any amount. After naming Franklin’s

amount n and discussing the relationship between Karen’s money and Franklin’s money,
children accepted to describe Karen’s amount as n x 2. Working in small groups, each
showed, in writing, the meaning of the statement “Karen has twice as much money as
Franklin”. A number of students used pictures to show the relationship, and some created
tables. Five children used letters in their representations; and one student used two
number lines, one representing 6 (Karen’s amount), the other 3 (Franklin’s amount).
Matthew produced three different representations (Figure 1) that were similar to those
produced by many of the other children. Two of them are iconic representations, one
showing a drawing of a boy and a girl with money in their hands, the other as six piggy
banks for Karen and three piggy banks for Franklin. His third representation is a function
table depicting three possible amounts that Karen and Franklin could have.

Figure 1. Matthew’s representations of “Karen has twice as many dollars as Franklin.”
Jeffrey produced a function table with particular values (Figure 2), but in the end
included a general representation for the relationship: N for Franklin and N x 2 for Karen.

Figure 2. Jeffrey’s Function table
In contrast, Paul (Figure 3) did not need to express possible values, but represented the
relationship quite elegantly with the equation N x 2 > N. When Barbara, the instructor,

asked him to explain, Paul said that “Franklin has N and Karen has N x 2 dollars.”
Barbara asked what Franklin would have if we were to say that Karen has N. Paul
responded that Franklin has “twice as less”. The two then worked together and expressed
this relationship as N > N/2.

Figure 3. Paul represented the relationship using an equation with variables.

Constructing the Human Graph
Next, the class relocated to the gymnasium. With direction and help from the instructors,
students constructed a number line on the floor. Two students became Franklin and Karen
and enacted instances of the statement: Karen has twice as many dollars as Franklin. For
example, the child playing Franklin stood on 2, and the child portraying Karen stood on
4. The actors worked out several possible amounts for Franklin and Karen, always with
the cheering support of their classmates, who were sitting in the bleachers. Some
problems focused on doubling and some on halving, which often seemed more difficult.
The Cartesian Graph. The children and instructors then constructed a vertical number
line, perpendicular to the horizontal line and intersecting at zero, thus creating a Cartesian
space. The horizontal line was established as standing for Franklin’s money and the
vertical line for Karen’s money (these lines later became known as the x- axis and yaxis). Two students again enacted Karen and Franklin’s values by standing at points on
the vertical and horizontal number lines. A third child stood at the coordinate point,
showing the value Karen has when Franklin has a particular amount. For example, Omar
stood at (6, 12) when Henry stood on 6 on the x-axis and Melissa stood on 12 on the yaxis. Initially, most of the children needed help to find the coordinate point, but they
became more confident as the lesson continued.
When a number of children stood along the line representing the double values of Karen
and Franklin, the instructor asked, “Are you starting to notice anything happening with
the way they are going out there?” Children responded that the line was “going
diagonal” and “it’s a graph, it’s like a graph”. One child said the line was going up “2, 4,
6, 8, 10, 12”. The instructor explained that this straight line could be called the “doubles”
line. He gave each child standing on the doubles line a card labeled with his or her
coordinate point. The students also held a string, which began with Albert standing at the
origin and holding the card (0,0) and ended with the last child’s coordinate point.

Figure 4. Students hold a string to represent the double line.
Acting the problem out on the coordinate grid of the gymnasium floor, and actually
building the doubles and later the triples line was fun and noisy. As we will see, in the
following lesson, this activity provided an important foundation for students
understanding of the coordinate grid and of multiplicative relationships.

LESSON 2: THE DOUBLES LINE
After reviewing the previous lesson, the instructor and students filled up a table on the
overhead, showing Franklin’s and Karen’s amounts, and the notation for each coordinate
point (Figure 5), for each position that a child had taken in the gym’s graph.
Student
Erica

Franklin’s
Amount
2

Karen’s
Amount
4

Coordinate
Point
(2, 4)

Albert

0

0

(0, 0)

Eric

9

18

(9, 18)

Figure 5. An excerpt from the table constructed in lesson 2.
Next, David (the instructor) introduced an overhead with a blank coordinate grid and
labeled Franklin on the x-axis and Karen on the y-axis. The students and David
compared the overhead grid to the gym graph, and described the overhead graph as a
“bird’s-eye view” of the graph constructed in the gym.
David then worked with the class to plot Erica’s coordinate point (2,4) on the overhead
coordinate grid. He replaced the grid with the table showing Franklin and Karen’s
amounts, and the corresponding coordinate points, and the students were then asked to
find the coordinate points in the grid and to draw the graph. As they attempted to do so,
it became apparent that the human graph experience in the gym allowed them to make
sense of their work on paper with the coordinate grid, as Albert demonstrates:
Jerry (interviewer): … you plotted… 5, 10, right, okay, and where did that point land?

Albert: 10, in the line.
Jerry: It landed on the line right?
Albert: Like when we were in the gym, everybody was in two lines, and we were holding the
string. So like this line is where we are holding the string and the dot is like us
people.

Not all of the students were immediately successful in plotting points on their own
coordinate grids. Earlier in the lesson, two students had suggested points that were not
doubles and did not fit on the line. In the following dialogue, Jessie is at first undisturbed
by Kauthaumy’s incorrect ordered pair (3, 2), and later realizes that it is not a double.
Albert: I don’t know how to do Kauthaumy’s <point> cause her’s is (3,2).
Jerry: Oh, that does seem weird. 3, 2. Alright, why don’t you try it? Let’s try plotting
Kauthaumy’s.
Jessie: 3, 2, right there. Her’s is right there.
Albert: I know but
Jessie: Right there where you have it!
Albert: I know, but Karen is supposed to have more than Franklin.
Jerry: Do you think Kauthaumy’s point follows the rule?
Albert: No.
Jessie: No.
Jerry: So you drew it there, right?
Albert: Yeah
Jerry: But you’re not going to connect it? Why aren’t you connecting it?
Jessie: (looking at Albert’s paper) It won’t work. Oh yeah, it will, but you made this wrong…
Jerry: Well, you noticed something wrong with it, right?
Jesie: Cause 3 and 2 are not double.
Albert: I know.
Jerry: 3 and 2 aren’t doubles.
Albert: It must have been 3, 6.
Jesie, Yeah, 3, 6…

Later, during the class discussion of their work, and with a completed coordinate graph of
the doubles projected on the overhead, a few students remained unconvinced that all of
the double points would land on the line. In the following excerpt, we see that Erica and
Kauthaumy do not believe that all double points will land on the doubles line, but Albert
is certain that they will. As the discussion continues, Erica starts changing her mind.
David: … Do you think all double/half points would fall on this string?
Kauthaumy, Erica: No. Some other children also say no.
Albert: Yes.
David: Or could they fall anywhere?
Erica: Anywhere

Albert: They’d have to fall on the string.
David: Well, Albert disagrees with you Erica. Albert, explain how you were thinking.
Albert: Because if there was a number that wasn’t a double, it wouldn’t be on the line. All the
doubles are on the line…
David: So you think if it’s a double it’s on this line?
Albert: Yeah
David: What about if it were, what’s the double of a thousand?
Kids: A thousand? Two thousand.
David: So do you think 1000 and 2000 would fall where on here?
Albert: On the line.
David: So which way will have to go to find that point? Which line would we have to follow?
Erica: First that way, the bottom way, to 1000 and then up.
David: First the bottom way to 1000?
Erica: Yeah. And then up to 2000. And that’s the answer.
David: And when they meet, where do you think they will meet?
Erica , Albert, and Vilda are now at the overhead. Albert says something unclear.
Erica: Maybe right there (pointing to a point)
David: But she’s drawing it off the line. Will they meet off the line?
Erica and Albert: No, they’ll meet on the line.
David: So where’s that line going to go? Albert and Erica both point upwards. Vilda does not.
David: And it keeps going way up, right?
Erica: Yes
David: So they would be out there somewhere, right?
Erica: They’d be up in Mars.
David: I don’t think we’d have to go quite that far.

The lesson continued with a discussion of triple points, based on a similar problem, and
the class plotted those points on the “times three” or triples line. As in their work with
doubles, most students needed to actually plot the points and see that they fell on the
same line, the triples line. However, it was possible for some students to generalize the
representation of the doubles relationship to other multiples, as this dialogue with Paul
illustrates. At this point, Paul has not yet plotted any points.
Jerry: …Do you think anything would happen?
Paul: Ah, they’d go on a line.
Jerry: They’d go on a line? You haven’t even done it yet!
Paul: Because they’re the, they’re like the three tables.
Jerry: They’re like the three tables. So you always. What do you mean by that?
Paul: Like um times tables up there, it’s like 3, 6, 9, 12, it goes like that (pointing to his table).
Jerry: Oh, okay. So what are you actually multiplying by 3 there to get those numbers 9, 12.

Paul: I’m multiplying by 3.
Jerry: Now you told me a couple of minutes ago, you said that those points will form a line…
Paul: We did it before and it was a line in the gym.
Jerry: Do you think that line is going to be the same exact line as the times 2 line?
Paul: Um, no, it will be moved over a little bit.

Both “Karen has twice as much money as Franklin” and “Ann has three times as much
money as Franklin” are multiplicative function problems represented by the equation y =
f(x) = ax. The value of y is multiplicatively related to the value of x. As the children in
our study saw, the coordinate points for Franklin and Karen fell on the same line--the
doubles line--because at any point along that line, Karen always has twice as much as
Franklin. A triple relationship was true for the coordinate points illustrating the problem
statement on Ann and Franklin, and the children described this as the triples line.
In an interview at the end of fourth grade, 78% of the children in our study correctly
identified a given function among others in a graph and 39% provided general
justifications that took into account any possible pair of numbers (e.g., “Because when
you times John’s money by 3 it tells Mary’s number of money.”
Discussion
Based on our work with the third graders, we believe that working with multiplicative
functions on the coordinate grid can support students in their transition from additive to
multiplicative reasoning. Some students, like Albert and Paul, were able to deal with
these multiplicative relationships fairly easily, and also realized that all coordinate pairs
on a particular line would share the same multiplicative relationship. Other students were
just beginning to use multiplicative reasoning. It is not clear that these students
understood or were yet aware of the proportional relationship shared by the coordinate
points along a particular line. (Equivalence, proportional relationships, fractions and
division were included in subsequent lessons). The kinds of lessons and classroom
discussions we have described provided scaffolding for these students, like Erica for
example, who are on the cusp of developing multiplicative reasoning. We also believe
that introducing multiplicative relationships in this new dimension will benefit students
who are still relying on addition to solve multiplicative problems.
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